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Route Planning using Reinforcement Learning
and Battery Optimization in Phev’s
---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------

Abstract – This paper presents a careful comparative

analysis of two different reinforcement learning
algorithms,An agent with specified coordinates in a gird
based environment with obstacles calculates a route for it to
travel using q-learning and sarsa.An individual component
To solve optimization of energy in Pliug-in hybrid vehicles
based on power demand by utilizing dynamic
programming.The principle objective of the paper is to track
down the ideal way and to recognize the Q-learning and
SARSA calculations and furthermore streamlining the
battery phev vehicle. These calculations utilize either the onstrategy or off-arrangement systems of support learning. For
the on-approach technique, we have used the SARSA
calculation and for the off-arrangement methodology, the Qlearning calculation has been used. These computations also
affectingly affect tracking down the most short route
possible for the robot.
Keywords: Q-learning
algorithm,Sarsa,Q-table,SOC,Optimal path,Battery
consumed

1. INTRODUCTION
Route planning is almost used by everyone in an unknown
environment.The primary aim of the route planning is to save
energy and time. Increasing the efficiency and decreasing the
travel time without actually knowing the environment can be
solved with the help of a good route planning model and that
can be achieved by Reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement Learning Is a class of AI which comprises of a
gathering of assignments where a versatile robot or specialist
acting in a specific climate should track down an ideal
methodology for communication with its environment.One of
the well known techniques to take care of such issues is QLearning and sarsa algorithms.The Information for preparing
portable specialist is given as remuneration that has a specific
quantitative incentive for each progress of the specialist
starting with one state then onto the next. At the point when
Reinforcement Learning calculations are working, the stateactivity sets assessment work is being developed. In the
standard view, this capacity is shown as a table whose data
sources are these state-activity sets. One of the conditions for
intermingling of the calculation on account of utilizing a table
portrayal of the capacity is different trying of all conceivable
state-activity sets to track down the ideal way in a virtual
climate with hindrances. The objective of the versatile
specialist is to discover a conduct strategy that augments the
normal measure of remuneration.
The reward is calculated using this greedy policy, although
the robot follows the path as though the greedy action
wasn’t used. The off-policy(Q-learning) has a superior
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result factor as far as most limited way execution speed,
however there is an increased danger wherein the program
may wind up smashing

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many existing systems use the traditional algorithms such as
the Dijkstra’s Algorithm,Priority queues,Bidirectional Search
,Geometric Goal Directed Search (A∗) which can be used
within a known environment.Many other existing algorithms
also use the concept of machine learning for finding only the
shortest path and even the CNN to find the route dynamically.
In this procedure,the system will not only find the path with
the minimal time between the source and the destination but
also add on the concept of optimizing the battery usage for the
electric vehicle.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system finds the optimal path from the
source to the destination within a 2-D virtual environment
and optimizes the battery for a phev vehicle.
The Route planning and optimization of batteries based on
power demand are two individual components
implemented to analyze the behaviour of plug-in hybrid
vehicles.Using reinforcement learning algorithms qlearning and sarsa, An agent is introduced to travel across
a grid environment essentially a visual representation of 2dimensional matrix with obstacles.Agent based on cost
matrix and reward which is given to it as feedback as it
travels towards the destination coordinates.Different
environments with variable sizes and types of obstacles are
given to understand and analyze behavior of agent via cost
and episodes under both sarsa and q-learning
algorithms.Plug-in hybrid vehicles as the name suggests it
uses both gasoline and battery, but questions arise as When to use the battery instead of gasoline, what's the
most optimal protocol?-How does the battery's initial state
of charge (SOC),Range through which it doesn't affect
cumulative fuel consumption and final State of charge?
Dataset and Environment creation
A virtual environment is created which consists of
2-D grid with obstacles,source and destination.And the
dataset for the battery optimization is obtained from the
urban dynamic driving schedule .
Path Detection
Path is determined by the q-learning algorithm and sarsa.
Q-learning is the reinforcement algorithm in which, the
agent takes the most optimal action under different
circumstances. This algorithm uses the off-policy model to
obtain its Q-values, and hence, reward is calculated based
on the greedy action. Q-learning is also represented with
the attributes {S, A, , }, where, S is the set of states, A is a set
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of actions, (01) is the discount and (01) is the step size.
These are used to calculate the Q-values (Q [S, A]).
Qnew (st,at) ← Qold (st,at) +
α[rt+ γ.maxa.Qestimated future value (st+1,a) – Qold (st,at)]
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16: swap the source and destination coordinate values
17.if(i >= 0)
{ leap to stage 3 }

where,
st represents the initial state,
st+1 represents the final state,
rt represents the reward

else

Path is also determined by the sarsa algorithm.

Battery Optimization
The project utilizes dynamic programming with
application to energy management in plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles (PHEVs). The purpose of this is to build a
"cycle beater" that will optimize for the Urban Dynamic
Driving Schedule (UDDS) power demand. In other words,
the "cycle beater" will optimally discharge the electric
battery to minimize fuel consumption and maximize the
vehicles's miles-per-gallon.

SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State-Action) is called
thus, since it encounters to refresh the Q-values. It
utilizes the on-arrangement technique. SARSA is
addressed with the traits {S, A, γ, α}, where, S is the
arrangement of states, A will be a bunch of activities,
γ(0≤α≤1) is the rebate and α(0<α≤1) is the progression
size. These are utilized to ascertain the Q-values (Q [S,
A]).

{ show l and end }

Qnew (st,at) ← Qold (st,at)
+α[rt+ γ.Qexploration value (st+1,at+1) –
Qold (st,at)]
where,
st represents the initial state,
st+1 represents the final state,
rt represents the reward
Algorithm of Iterative SARSA.

1:

instate number of cycles 'i'

2:
introduce length of the way l → ∞ (in light of
network climate)
3:

introduce Q (s, a) for all s, a

4:

save the facilitate worth of the source hub

5:

iterate over all episodes

6:

instate s

7:

rehash this for each progression of the scene

8:
pick 'a' from s utilizing the π* strategy removed
from Q
9:

Qnew (st,at) ← Qold (st,at)

+α[rt+ γ.Qexploration value (st+1,at+1) – Qold (st,at)]
10: st ← st+1
11: end loop
12: store the way length determined in l'
13: if (l’< l)
{ l = l’ ; }
14: save the arrange worth of the objective hub
15: i--;
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Fig -1: Flow diagram of route planning using RLalgorithms and optimization of energy in plug-in hybrid
vehicles.

4. RESULT
Tests were led for the Q-Learning calculation and its
changes to Sarsa with various boundaries. A sum of 50 tests
were led. It was important to give exceptional
consideration to the scope of temperature variety T and its
pace of progress since the combination of the calculation
unequivocally relies upon these boundaries. Tentatively it
was set up that the ideal arrangement among quality and
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learning speed is the utilization of a stretch for T from 0.01
to 0.04 for 1000 phases. Last table with Q-values for the QLearning calculation is appeared beneath.

Table 1.Q esteems for Q learning calculation with
discovered best activities.
Q-upsides of the filled table shows which last activities
were picked by the specialist in the wake of considering the
climate (the qualities are featured in dark). The succession
of conclusive activities to accomplish the objective after the
Q-table is loaded up with information is as per the
following:
down-directly
down-down-down-directly
down-directly down-directly down-down-right-straight
up-up. Throughout the test with the Q-Learning calculation,
the most limited way for accomplishing the objective
comprises of 16 stages, and the longest way to the objective
is 185 stages. Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows graphs with the
learning cycle for Q-Learning calculation.

Fig 2.Episode cost for q learning calculation.
PHEV vehicle battery optimization

● Initial State of charge reflects on
optimization because in hybrid-vehicle as
battery consumption increases Soc value
decreases and correspondingly fuel intake
increases to meet the power demand ..

● The phev’s data comes from Ussd_pdem.csv
with attributes such as initial soc,average
velocity and power demand at that time.
Data is taken into account for formulating
and extracting engine efficiency and base
case information tabulated for recursion
purposes to optimize energy efficiency
using dynamic programming. Tabulated
methods requires data extraction for
solutions
of
sub-problems,
when
memorized method is used efficiency of
retrieval O(n).

Fig 1. Episode through the means for Q-Learning
Algorithm
Q-Learning calculation showed the best outcome with
following parameters:λ =0.5(learning rate) ,
𝛾=0.99(discount factor). Table 2 shows the last
examination of Q-Learning and Sarsa calculations.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This project contemplates Q-Learning calculation and its
alterations of Sarsa calculation for the undertakings of
discovering the way in a given climate. Analyses with these
calculations were led with a product test system of the
specialist working in the virtual climate with deterrents.
During tests, the ideal boundaries of the calculations were
found, and their effectiveness was thought about.
Calculations showed the quickest intermingling with the
boundary of learning rate = 0.5 and with the boundary of
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markdown factor = 0.99. Q-Learning showed quicker
combination than its Sarsa adjustment. In any case, with
Sarsa calculation the specialist moved along the more
secure direction, which was appeared by extra trials on
another virtual climate with incitement of the bluff.
Therefore, every one of the explored calculations enjoys its
own benefits in speed (Q-Learning) and in wellbeing
(Sarsa), which makes them conceivable to use in settling
specific sorts of undertakings.

6. FUTURE SCOPE
This project is currently done keeping in mind the relative
requirement of currently problems related to the route planning
and the use of the electric vehicles .This will identify the
shortest route with the least amount of time and within the
environment.As the use of electric vehicles is growing
immensely ,this will help to optimize the battery usage and
inturn improve the efficiency.
This reduces the human resource on identifying the route and
also helps to improve the efficiency of the battery.
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